CALL TO ORDER

APPROVAL OF 12/2/15 MINUTES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
- GEC member resignation/replacement
- QR update
- Any Board concerns?

DISCUSSION ITEMS
- Course-based designations: Is it possible for courses that have freshman seminar or other “special” sections (e.g., unit mastery) to get a course-based designation?
- Focus credit for repeating a non-repeatable course that now has a Focus designation: Should this be allowed?
- Performance courses: Should these be eligible for O Focus designations?
- Focus approval for a UHM graduate course: What are the procedures?
- Pre-approval for a course-based Focus Exemption experience: Can this be given? If so, what are the guidelines/procedures?
- Course vs. experience for course-based Focus Exemption requests: Is the GEC reviewing the course, or the individual student’s experience in taking the course when determining whether or not a Focus Exemption should be given?
- Administrative guidelines/procedures for Focus Exemption rejections: The GEO would like some direction.
- Minimum grade for GenEd courses (currently “D”): Should this be changed?

NEXT MEETING: Monday, February 22, 2016 from 3:00-4:30 p.m. (place TBA)